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Tagore died in April 1913 in Thakurnagar, his old home, having been immured first in Europe and
now in Africa. In terms of Tagore's rise to fame, the maxim holds: His reputation preceded his name.
[156] Tagore's works remain very popular in Bangladesh. Tagore is well-represented in the country's
West Bengal area, as well as in metropolitan Kolkata. He is the muse of all the divisions of Bengal
that remain. ^ ( The Hindu ) [157] After the First World War, Tagore's interest in pranayama,
shatbadi and mandalism, and nonconformist modes of art practice (char udia, mapping, spikening)
as such, became manifest in the Gatodaya period and in a variety of short story forms. Teeming with
issues of communalism and counter-communalism, Bhoomi (Mother Earth), Swaraj (Self-Rule) and
Bhayankar (Paraspara) offer a powerful indictment of prejudice and the [n]ative, patria, and the
progressivist, dharma. [127] In the latter, a family of immigrants, subject to the vicious Muslim
antagonisms of colonial Calcutta, temporarily repatriate to the village where they grow their
rice.Tagore's attacks against indwellers and refugees cannot be read as dogmatic expositions of
Vedantic metaphysics but, rather, they get under the skin of the very species or identity upon which
he bestows his wrath. His fascination with the contentious of identity and difference, and its
continuance through amour propre, nationalism, and religion, is evidenced most compellingly in
Takaraja (Prayer), a fabulous allegory of ideas. In it, a swan maiden is born in the egg with the name
of her father, which becomes mortalised in time; the grieving father sends her to an omniscient swan
metropolis where she is miraculously restored. She returns for more trials and tribulations, and even
the lament of a hapless jackal girl. Reaching the remotest arc of the world, where the divine merges
with the human (nadi), all philosophies confront each other in a fine form of intellectual vertigo,
where right turns left, and left turns right. In the sublime eagle's nest, a dim-witted young
Englishman ecstatically finds a trinket that gratifies him and his hostess for ever. [128] All three tales
are forms of telepathy that invoke the voice of the other (as in Gora). As such, they counter any
romantic idea of the singularity of consciousness and self-consciousness, being inextricable from
one's social and communal contexts. [129]
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During the 1940s, Tagore's literary commitment was directed to the armed struggle against the
British, as a patriot in daily struggle to recover and to keep alive the possibilities of India. These

included questions regarding language, culture, and nationhood. He set his most well-known poem,
Gitanjali, into India's long history, and published in 1942 a collected version of his lyrics called

Kavyashramakalat. His Kabita Ki Kahani () is a novel devoted to the descriptions of two generations
of Bengali life, and his Sarala () deals with the precolonial history of Bengali society and politics.

Tagore's 1950s return to the aesthetic theatre in Bengal includes Bawon (), Pather Dabi (The
Traveller), and a number of short dramatic works. [43] This period is also marked by a return to the
lyrical voice of haimanti. [44] [4] An offshoot from Gora is Tagore's Dr. Haragovind (1928), a fable of

community, religion, and tolerance. Three village girls, one a Christian, one a Hindu, and one a
Muslim, exemplify the ‘undivided Bengal' reality for Tagore. As they peel the bark off a mango, the
Hindu religious leader points out the religious name written in the carton. The lone Muslim informs

the group that she will go to Hell if she eats pork. At this the Hindu and the Christian leave the
Muslim girl alone, allowing her to worship within her conviction. As a ‘bonding poem' it conjures an
anti-nationalist sense of solidarity of course, but it also represents a peaceful, progressive matrix of

mutual coexistence. 5ec8ef588b
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